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Puzzling reflexive pronouns in de se reports

1.  Lakoff's examples and a straightforward analysis 1

(1) I dreamt that I was Jesus and I forgave me all my sins.
(dream's protagonist forgives another, who is Lakoff)

(2) I dreamt that I was Jesus and I forgave myself all my sins.
(dream's protagonist performs an act of self-forgiving)

(3) I dreamt I was Brigitte Bardot and kissed me.
(4) I dreamt I was Brigitte Bardot and kissed myself.
(5) Syntactic assumptions:

A reflexive pronoun must be bound by a structurally higher NP in its local domain.
A non-reflexive pronoun must not be bound by a structurally higher NP in its local
domain.

(6) (a) Every boy voted for himself.
(b) *Every boy1 voted for him1.
(c) *Every boy expected Mary to vote for himself.
(d) Every boy1 expected Mary to vote for him1.
(e) Every boy expected himself to win.
(f) *Every boy1 expected him1 to win.
(g) *Every boy said himself was tired.
(h) Every boy1 said he1 was tired.

(7) LF for (6a):
S

every boy

l1 S

t1 VP

voted for himself1
(8) Semantics for dream (following Lewis):

Let x be an individual, P a property.
[[dream]](P)(x) = 1  iff  for every dream-alternative x' of x: P(x') = 1.

(9) The dream-alternatives of x are those possible individuals which, for all x can tell in
his dream, he might be.

                                                
1 Examples famous since G. Lakoff (1972) "Linguistics and Natural Logic."  Analysis is a
simplified amalgam of A. v. Stechow (1982) "Structured propositions," G. Chierchia (1989)
"Anaphora and attitudes de se," and Heim (1993) "Anaphora and semantic interpretation: a
reinterpretation of Reinhart's approach".
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(10) Generating Logical Forms for verb-complement structures:
(a) Insert a property abstractor (li, for some variable i) at theedge of the 

complement clause.
(b) Optionally coindex pronouns in the clause with this abstractor.

("de se construal")
(11) Feature agreement constraints (for person, number, gender features):

Coindexed items must agree in features.
An abstractor and the abstract it heads must agree in features.
Subject and complement of an attitude verb must agree in features.

(12) I dreamt that I was happy.
One possible LF:

S

I
1st
sg

VP

dreamt CP
1st
sg

l1
1st
sg

S

I1
1st
sg

VP
was happy

(13) I dreamt I kissed myself.
... l1 [I1 kissed myself1]
*... l1 [I1 kissed myself2]
*... l1 [I1 kissed myself]

(14) I dreamt I kissed me.
*... l1 [I1 kissed me1]
... l1 [I1 kissed me2]
... l1 [I1 kissed me]

2.  A closer look at the data

3rd person variants:
(15) Lakoff dreamt that he was Jesus and forgave him all his sins.

(only marginally acceptable with him referring to Lakoff)
Lakoff dreamt that he was Jesus and forgave himself all his sins.
(ambiguous between both relevant readings)

(16) Er träumte, daß er B.B. war und sich selber küßte.
he dreamt  that he B.B. was and REFL self    kissed
1st reading: protagonist kisses Lakoff
2nd reading: protagonist kisses himself

(17) ?*Er träumte, daß er B.B. war und ihn (selber) küßte.
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Further examples:
(18) Der Hans soll      sich     mal     vorstellen, sich   selber heiraten zu müssen.

the  Hans should (REFL) (once) imagine,    REFL self     marry    to  have
'Hans should try to imagine having to marry himself.'
(ambiguous)
1st reading:  Hans imagines being someone else who marries him.
2nd reading:  Hans imagines engaging in self-marriage.

(19) ?*Der Hans1 soll sich mal vorstellen,  ihn1 (selber) heiraten zu müssen.
'Hans should try to imagine having to marry him.'

(20) Dem Hans geschähe es recht, wenn er mal eine Woche für sich selber kochen müßte.
'it would serve Hans right if he had to cook for himself for a week'
What happens to the possible people who get what Hans deserves?
1st reading:  They have to cook for Hans.
2nd reading:  They have to cook for themselves.

(21) Two problems:
Why are the non-reflexive pronouns ungrammatical?
Why do the reflexive pronouns allow the first type of reading?

3.  Additional observations

Contrast with genuine predicate-reflexivizers:
(22) kill oneself  =?  commit suicide

mir sich selbst sprechen  =? Selbstgespräche    führen
with REFL self talk               self-conversations conduct
etc.

(23) (a) If I were you, I would kill myself.
(b) If I were you, I would commit suicide.

(24) (a) Der Hans soll sich mal vorstellen, mit sich selber sprechen zu müssen.
'Hans should imagine having to talk with himself'

(b) Der Hans soll sich mal vorstellen, mit Selbstgespräche führen zu müssen.
'Hans should imagine having to conduct self-conversations'

Only (a) can mean that Hans's imagination-alternatives talk with him.
(25) (a) Wenn Sie\ im Publikum gesessen wären, würden Sie sich jetzt sehr loben.

'if you had sat in the audience, you would praise yourself very much now'
(b) Wenn Sie im Publikum gesessen wären, wären Sie jetzt voller Eigenlob.

'if you had sat in the audienceinstead, you would be full of self-praise now'
German reflexives generally have a more restricted distribution than English ones:
(26) *Hans hofft, daß Bilder von sich ausgestellt werden.

'Hans hopes that pictures of himself will be exhibited.'
(27) *Hans fragt sich, welche Bilder von sich ich sehen will.

'Hans wonders which pictures of himself I want to see.'
Intervening clauses that block the relevant reading:
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(28) Hans soll sich mal vorstellen, wie es wäre, sich selber heiraten zu müssen.
'Hans should try to imagine what it would be like to have to marry himself/oneself.'
(only self-marriage reading)

(29) Hans soll sich mal vorstellen, einer zu sein, der sich selber heiraten muß.
'Hans should try to imagine being one who has to marry himself.'
(only self-marriage reading)

(30) (a) Lakoff träumte, daß plötzlich  er   selber   vor            ihm stand.
Lakoff dreamt   that suddenly  he himself in front of him  stood

'Lakoff dreamt that suddenly he himself stood in front of him'
property ascribed to Lakoff's dream-alternatives:  lx[Lakoff stands in front of x]
This reading is not available  for (b):
(b) Lakoff träumte, daß plötzlich er (selber) vor sich (selber) stand.

4.  Some speculation

(31) He dreamt he kissed himself.
LFs that could express the intended reading:
(32)

S

he

l1 S

t1 VP

dreamt CP

l3 S

he3 VP

kissed himself1
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(33)
S

he

l1 S

t1 VP

himself1

l2 VP

dreamt CP

l3 S
he3 VP

kissed t2
(34)

S

he

l1 S

t1 VP

dreamt himself1

l2 CP

l3 S
he3 VP

kissed t2
(35) Problem:  If the reflexive is allowed to be bound at a distance (as in (32)), or raise out

of the complement clause (as in (33) and (34)), then why can't it do the same in other
examples?

(36) *He dreamt that his mother kissed himself.
potential LFs analogous to (32) and (34):
he l1[t1 dreamt l3[his3 mother kissed himself1] ]
he l1[t1 dreamt himself1 l2l3[his3 mother kissed t2] ]
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(37) Apparent generalization:  The reflexive can be bound from outside, or escape, the
complement clause only if its subject is construed de se.

(38) De se construal as deletion?
Replace (10a, b) by:
Optionally delete a pronoun which
-- is highest in its clause, and
-- agrees in features with its clause.

(39) Semantic equivalence:  l3 [he3 z]   =   z

(40) Der soll sich mal vorstellen, sich selber seine Schuhe leihen zu müssen.
'he should imagine having to lend his shoes to himself'

(41) Er träumte, daß er sich selber seine Schuhe lieh.
'he dreamt that he lent his shoes to himself'

(42) previous LF:  ... l3[he3 lent his3 shoes to himself1]
derivation of new LF:   ??


